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·ELASTIC SCATTERING OF 340-MEV PROTONS BY DEUTERONS 

D. D. Clark 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics, 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

June 25, 1953 

ABSTRACT 

The differential cross ··Section for the elastic scattering of 340-Mev 
0 

protons by deuterons has been measured at seven angles from 40 to 
0 . 

150 in the center of mass system. A coincidence counting system using 

scintillation counters detected both product particles, the elastic effect 

being separated from the inelastic through identification of the scattered 

deuterons by photographically recorded pulse heights produced in a count

er telescope.· The resultirtg cross section is peaked strongly at small 

angles and exhibits a rise in the large angle (pick-up) region. Compar

ison is made with an approximate theoretical curve calculated by a 

method of Chew. 
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·ELASTIC SCATTERING OF· 340"-MEV PROTONS':Bi'Y>DEUTERONS 

D. D. Clark 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Ph.ysicsi · · · 
University of California, Berkeley, Calif~rpia. 

June 25, 1953 

I INTRODUCTION 

One of the most fundamental problems of nuclear physics is that of 

a complete understanding of nucleon-nucleon interacti_ons. With this 

knowledge and a suitable theoretical apparatus, a very large body of nu

clear phenomena could be organized into a coherent "predictable'' whole. 

Numerous approaches to the study of. this problem exist, but one of the 

most direct and necessary is through experiments on scattering. 

A great deal of effort, both experimental and theoretic;:al, has been 

expended on neutron-proton and proton-proton scattering over a wide. range 

of energies. 1 In the low energy region our understanding is quite good, 

but athi_gher energies, where probing of the details of the presumed po

tentials is possible, theoretical interpretation even on a phenomenological 

basis has been unable to give complete accord with experiment, and 

meson theory has been too difficult to apply. The Ltfvy potential
2 

is a 

start in the application of meson theory, but it again is limited to the 

lower energies; moreover, questions have been raised regarding its 

theoretical foundations. 3 

The place of nucleon-deuteron scattering in the attempt to learn 

more about nuclear forces is twofold. First, in a manner analogous to 

the ortho- and para-hydrogen experiments with very slow neutrons, 
4

• 5• 
6 

we might expect interference effects between the scattered waves from 

the two components of t~e deuteron, which would give us information as 

to the relative signs of the nucleon-nucleon phase shifts. Second, as 

targets of neutrons do not ex~st, neutron-deuteron scattering is our 

closest approach to n-n scattering, and a comparison of n-d and p-d 

scattering can answer the question of whether or not nuclear forces are 
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charge-symmetric. Moreover,. though nucleon-deuteron ~cattering is 

a three-body problem, theoretical treatment -- at least for small angles 

of deflection --is possible at the higher energies by use of the impulse 
• Q 7 J 8 • . 

approx1mat1on ., 

Experimental work to date in the higher energy region has been 

that of Stern 9 (192-Mev d-p; 63 Mev in the center of mass); Cassels, 

Stafford, and Pickavance10 (145-Mev p -d; 95 Mev c. m.); and Scham

berger 11 (240-Mevp-d; 156 Mev c. m.). .Recently, Ashby completed a 
12, . I . 

32-Mev p-d experiment. (21 Mev c.m. ). Powell has made a cloud 

chamber study of 90-Mev n-d (59 Mev c. m.), 13 and a counter technique 

in which the deuteron is identified is currently be.ing ·used by Youtz and 

Kerth
14 

on the s'ame problem. Bratenah115 has studied the pick-up 

region (near 180°) at energies from 95 to 138 Mev. 

The present experiment was undertaken because of the usefulness 

of any additional high-energy scattering data, and in particular because 

the impulse approximation becomes increasingly valid with higher energy. 

The proton beam energy used was 340 Mev, and the available energy in 

the center of mass is 218 Mev. 

., . 
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II THE EXPERIMENTAL PROBLEM 

The process of measuring the cross section consisted of the meas

urement of the four quantities designated below: 

D = number of elastic p-d events observed per unit integrated 
beam 

N = number of target deuterons per cm
2 

measured in the. 
direCtion .of the beam · 

n = number of beam protons per. unit beam 

AO = solid angle subtended by the defining counter 

(Unit beam is usually designated as 11 integrator volt'! or I. V., 
because of the manner in which the beam intensity is measured. ) 

The cross section is then: 

D 

nN .6.0 

The heart of the experimental problem is the measurement of D, 

and the nature of the detecting system is in large part dictated by the 

difficulties or lack thereof in making this measurement. It is therefore 

of importance to consider the character of the events being studied in the 

present experiment, and of the principal source~ of background. 

One useful characteristic of the elastic process is that it. is a two

body one in which both emergent particles are charged; thus,a coinci

dence counting system in which both are detected.is _quite feasible and 

helpful. Such an arrangement was employed; because of the short duty 

cycle of the cyclotron, scintillation counters and relatively fast (about 

2 x 10-S sec.) coincidence circuits were used. When one counter angle 

is fixed and the other made variable, the coincidence counting rate 

should be peaked at one particular angle -- that for· elastic scattering. 

Two characteristics of the desired events make it difficult to ob-

tain accurate values of D. One is that for a large range of angles the 

cross section is between 40 and 100 microbarns per steradian; this 

affects the statistical accuracy which can be obtained in a reasonable 
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amount of running tim_e. The second and much more important is the 
' ' " . "· . ·• / ; ·: . : i ./, : . ::·\. ~ .. :.-. ~- : . - ·: . 7 ;' : . 

small ratio of the elastic cross section to that for the principal back-

ground - = the inelastic process, in which the deuteron is broken apart> 
. ~ ,. . ' .. :~,; . . ': ., . 

and two protons and one neutron'are the emerge~t !>~rtl.des. This ratio 

is of course small be.cause of th~ high en~rgy of the. beam ·p~diC!es, and 
. . . . ' : ; . . '. '. ' . . . '.·'' ·. ·. '·',. :_·. :. ' 16 
the low binding energy of the deuteron. In the words of Chew 1 s analysis 

Of nucleon-deuteron sc~ttering, t}le sticking factor:ris very smalL 

The results of Bloo:rn
17 

(190-Mev inelastic d~p scattering) and of 

Stern 9 furnish information on the relative intensities of elastic and in

elas-tic events fO:r the en~rgy employed by them. ··-·For observation at 45° 

ip.-the laborat<;>ry syste.m, Stern obt;:l.in~ ( drl/ drl)elastic = 2. 07 mb/ster; 

:: Bl6om obtalns 'for th6s~ inelastic collisions in whiCh both protons suffer 

significant momentum changes (''p-p type inelastic collisions").a value of . . . ., . . .• .. .; . 

5. 7 mb/ster. The ratio of the number of elastic events to the sum is 

therefore about 0. 2 7. Fromc,Chew 1 s paper, 
16 

·the sticking,factor in this 

case is nearly the same as-for 40° center-of-mass scattering in the pres-

ent experiment. As the sticking factor decreases rapidly with increasing 

angle of scattering, we may expect in the present experiment that at no 

angle will the abo've•ratio be more favorable than o~ 27, and that it will de

crease by a>factor of 10 or ·more at the 'larger angles.·:'-- .. :-r> 

' ! ¥ • • •• ~ •• The •smallness'of ti:iis•ratio takes on added impo:rtance :when one re-

· alizes'that'if in the 1aborato·ry system the target particle "is the deuteron, 

and the' beam pa:ttiele the -protop~ the kinematics of the inelastic process 

-- '· · is suc'h ·'that there is: a ·wide range ;of possible .included angles between the 

emergent prbtons. ·· ThiS:can·easily ·be seen'from an impulse treatment 

· 'of the kinematics,· which is carried out in s-ome detail-in Appendix B . 

. > · 'COnsider the 'case in which the·'beam proton and the.• proton' i_ri. the deuteron 

collide;--· iri ·ou:i:- approximation,· the neutron·of the· deuteron' will be rela-

,. 
' ,,~ '.: 

'tively unaffected. ·As the beam energy is' high, ·<indthe binding energy of 

·the det.i:ter'on'·an:d the kinetic ·ehergy carried off·by the.neutron~are small, 

the collision is very much like·-one •between two free protons./·. Because 

of the' ·internal mornent'um of the 'deuteron, however' the: "tar get" proton 

.in most cases· is rnoviiig in the laboratory syste·:rn atthe moment of col-

lision. 'For the most probable value of internat· momentum -..:. zero --

· the included angle between the, eniergent protons is that of collisions 
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oO OJ'-', '0 ' 

small ratio of the elastic cross section to that for the principal back-
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Deuterium effect for 90° center-of-:tnass .~lastic scattering, 
without identification of deuteron. Proton 'cou.riter fixed at 60° 
from beam, and deuteron counter angle variable, with 3° 
resolution. To enhance elastic effect compar~_d_to inelastic, 
the conjugate -counter solid angle has been made smaller 
than necessary to count all partners of elastically scattered 
particles striking defining counter. 

A. V/ithout absorber _rreceding proton counter. 
B. w-ith 22. 5 gm/cm copper preceding proton counter. 

Elastically scattered proton has 35.2 gm/cm2 total range. 
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between equal-mass particles·, one of which is stationary-- 90°, or 

somewhat less when relativity and binding energy are taken into account. 

But when the internal momentum is not zero at the time of collision, the 

included angle can be quite different from 90°. Moreover, low-energy 

protons result from collisions of the beam proton with the tar get neutron, 

and again the included angle between the two protons can vary widely. 

Detection efficiency for the neutron is small. 

This situation is in contrast to that existing when the beam particle 

is the deuteron, and the target a proton. As shown in the work of Bloom\
7 

when the beam energy is high, internal momentum in the deuteron con

tributes to the inelastic process simply a small uncertainty in the angle 

and energy of the beam proton. The target proton is stationary, so the 

included angle is about 90°' with only a small spread in the peak.· 

In our case the wide range of included angles means that coincidences 

due to inelastic processes will be observed at the elastic peak angle; this 

would not put us into serious difficulty except for the predominance of the 

inelastic events, which actually swamp out the elastic peak. Figure lA 

shows this effect as observed in an early exploratory run. 

A closer look at the inelastic process (see Appendix B) shows that 

the inelastically scattered protons striking either coincidence counter 

have a spectrum of energies; this makes impossible the complete sepa

ration of inelastic and elastic events by use of discrimination on the basis 

of a single parameter such as range or specific ionization. However, the 

bulk of the inelastic events may be eliminated by use of the fact that the 

proton partners in the elastic events have just slight~y more range than 

any inelastic proton striking the proton counter. Figure lB shows the 

variation of counting rate with included angle in the same case as for Fig. 

lA, but with 22. 5 gm/cm
2 

of copper preceding the elastic proton counter. 

This curve demonstrates the existence of the p-d elastic process (which 

was hardly doubted) but the method is not suitable for cross-section meas-

urements. An unknown amount of inelastic events. is included, the meth-

od is slow, and at some angles a prohibitive amount of absorber would 

be necessary. 

Consequently, a method has been utilized which identifies the 

scattered deuteron as a deuteron, while retaining the coincidence sys-
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tem to suppress genere-1 background. Identification can be accomplished 

by a number of means, in each of which two or more parameters of the 

particle are measured. These parameters can be specific ionization, 

range, energy, momentum, velocity, etc. Each combinati6~·~f para

meters has advantages and disadvantages; for the present application, 

specific io;nization and energy were chosen. This system affords ade

quate separation of protons and deuterons, and the equipment necessary 

is lightweight and physically compact. Its principal disadvantage results 

from the requirement of a thick counter to measure the total energy of the 

impinging particle; at high energies the range is sufficiently great that 

corrections for nuclear absorption and deuteron stripping occurring 

during the stopping process can become excessive. 

In the system employed, the specific ionization is approximately 

measured by the pulse height produced in a relatively thin counter, and 

the total energy by the pulse height from a counter thick enough to stop 

the particle. These pulse heights are displayed on an oscilloscope 

screen and photographed. The counting apparatus is more completely 

described in the chapter on experimental arrangement, and the details 

of analysis of the films are discussed in the chapter on reduction of 

data . 

> ,. - ·' 1 ~- . : 
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General 

The experiment was conducted in the scattered external' proton b1eam 

of the 184-inch cyclotron. "Figure 2 shows schematic:ally th~·'iayout of 

the cyclotron. In the bombardment area (the "cave'') were located the 

targets, counters, and beam monitor, all mounted on a scattering table, 

which in turn rested ~n a movable platfonn, all~win-gtea~y aligi,.ment of 

the apparatus with the prot'?n beam. The scatteri~g t~bl~ ~as designed by 

Wiegand and Kelly and has been used in numerous previous e~periments, 
· ··1s· · "'' 9 • 

including those of Chamberlain, Segre, and Wiegand,. and Stern. It 

permitted remote -control selection of three difft::;rent tar gets. The 

counters were mounted on two mova~l~ arms.pivoted about a:foint under 

the target in use. The angular positions of one 'arm with respect to a 
. 1 • •• ..) ~-: ; ~ • 

,. gxed "zero degree" line on the table, and of the other arm with respect 

'<.; t :;.·_"t~ .~he· first, were indicated by calibration marks ~every 0. 5°. ' Cables 

between the cave and the counting area supplied power to the c~ve appara

tus and brought out the signals to the cou~ting area, where the remainder 

of the equipment was located. 

Figure 3 combines a schematic diagram of the physical arrange

ment of the apparatus in the cave and a block diagram of the electronics. 

During the progress p( the experiment, many of the components shown 

on the block diagram underwent considerable development; consequent

ly only their general nature is descbbed .below. __ Portions of the elec~ 

tronic equipment were designed, or designed and constructed, by Prof. 

Owen Chamberlain and Dr. Clyde Wiegand. 

Collimation and Beam Monitor 

The snout collimator (see Fig. 2) used in all runs was a 4-foot

long cylindrical brass tube, of l/2 inch internal diameter through the 

first 33 inches, and of 3/4 inch for the last 15 inches. At the position 

of the counting apparatus, 99 percent of the beam was contained in a 

circle of less than 2 em diameter. 19 
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The beam intensity was measured by a 2..,inoh ,deep argon-filled 

ionization chamber operated at 1000 v. The collection 'electrode was 

connected to a 1 J-Lf integrating capacitor, accurately calibrated; the 

voltage on the capacity was measured by a standard UC:RL electrometer 

employing feedback, and recorded on a Leeds and Northrup recording 

millivoltmeter. The ion chamber was calibrated against a Faraday cup. 

The chamber was built for the p-p scattering experiments of Chamberlain, 

Segr~, and Wiegand, and it arid the method of calibration are more fully 

described by them. 
18 

Targets 

The deutero-polyethylene and carbon targets were uniform disks of 

1-3/4 inches diameter suspended by nylon threads. The CD
2 

targets, 

which contained 94 percent D and 6 percent H, were either 0.1312 or 

0. 3264 gm/cm2' thick, and the carbon targets were of thickne.sses giving 

in most cases nearly the same number of carbon atoms per cm
2

, and in 

the others giving the same stopping power as the CD
2 

targets;;,=; The poly

ethylene targets were formed under heat and pressure in a polished steel 

mold from powder purchased from Los Alamos. 

Counters 

The deuteron telescope had two different forms. When the range 

of the deuterons to be detected was greater than 7 gm/cm2 of copper 

(70° to 150° center-of-mass angles), the telescope consisted of four 

counters,which in the order seen by an incident particle were: a de

fining counter furnishing a signal for the coincidence circuit, a thin 

counter to measure the specific ionization, a thick co'unter to measure 

the total energy, and a 11 pass-through11 counter to give a signal when an 

energetic background particle did not stop i11. the erier gy counter. This 

last was included to aid in the reading of the film,. as a major portion of 

the background protons were of large range compared to the elastic deu

terons. When the deuteron range was 2. 6 grams/cm
2 

or less (40° to 
0 ' 

50 center-of-mass angles), the telescope consisted'of three counters: 
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one serving the double ·function of furnishing defini~&-':C;:()~ncidence and 

dE/dx signals, one to measure the energy, and one a~!:flJl?~z~s,_-,through 

counter. 

For some angles aluminum absorber was added to the telescope to 

decrease the range of the incident deuteron. An aluminum absorber 

wedge was also used to bring the deuterons, whbs'e energy varied with 

angle across the face of the defining counter, to approximately the same 

energy before entering the pulse height counters. The wedge and absorb

er were placed between counter.s 1 and 2 in the long-range array and in 

front of the entire telescope in the short-range array. 

The areas of the counter faces were chosen so that no deuterons 

entering the defining counter would be scattered out of the energy counter 

by multiple Coulomb scattering before stoppil1g• even when the maximum 

amount of absorber used was present. The magnitude of the scattering 

was calculated, and a liberal safety margin allowed. The calculation 

method was also checked against measurements made by_Kirschbaum on 

the spreading of the full-energy proton beam in stopping in}e
1
a9-, 

20 
and 

· found to be adequate. 

The dE/dx counter thickness was chosen so that (1) the~ range bite 

was not so large as to make the energy loss unrepresentativeof the spe

cific ionization (and thus spoil the separation), and {2) the energy loss 

was not so small that the Landau effect
21 

and statistical fluctuations in 

the number of photoelectrons released from the photocathode would de

crease the pulse -height resolution of the counter to a point that would 

mask the separation. 

Ideally the energy counter should have suff~cient depth to stop the 

desired elastically scattered deuterons. However, the maximum deu

teron range encoun~ered in the experiment was 44. 7 gm/cm
2 

of copper, 

and it was not thought feasible to construct a counter with good pulse

height resolution with that large a stopping power. Consequently, the . - . 2 
energy counter in the long-range telescope was only 15 gm/cm copper 

equivalent in depth. 

Figure 4 is a schematic drawing of th,~);wo telescopes; the scin

tillator dimensions and counter spacings are _drawn approximately to 

scale. The phosphor, method of optical coupling Jo the photomultiplier 

tube, and type of phototube are also shown. The liquid phosphor em-
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagrams of the two deuteron 
telescopes. Scintillator dimen3ions and 
counter spacings approximate! y to scale. 
All counters used phenylcyclohexane mix'
ture except the one marked stilbene. All 
counters viewed end-on were square, ex
cept pass -through counter which was cir
cular. Thicknesses in gm/cm 2 copper 
equivalent. 
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22 
played was one developed by Kallmann: 0. 3 percent p-terphenyl and 

0. 001 percent diphenylhexatriene (by weight) dissolved in phenylcyclo

hexane. The lucite light pipes were of the adiabatic taper type discus sed 

by Garwin,
23 

except for the large energy counter, whose area in the 

direction of viewing was much larger than the 5819 photocathode area. 

In this case the pipe tapered in toward the phototube in both dimensions. 

The light pipes were typically 7 inches to 10 inches long, and were coupled 
. j- ' 

to the tube either by gasketed lucite cups filled with mineral oil, or by a 

nonhardening viscous cement described by R. L. Shipp. ~4 

Accurate pulse -height distribution curves for monochromatic parti

cles incident on the counters were not taken lor all counters. However, 

energy calibration data taken during runs permit an estimate for the 100-

Mev protons incident on the long-range telescope; 'for both the dE/dx and 

the energy counters, the distribution had about 15 percent full-width at half 

maximum. The width for the former is believed to be about half due to 

Landau effect, and about half due to photoelectron statistics. 

Theoretically, for protons and deuterons giving the same energy 

pulse height, t~e dE /dx pulse height of the deuterons should be about 1. 4 

to 1. 7 times that of the protons, depending upon the relative energy losses 

in the two counters. The lower figure is for larger proportions of loss in 

the dE/dx counter. The factor actually observed with the long-range 

telescope was usually about L 4. For the short-range telescope the sep-

aration was, only about 1. 4 where it should have been 1. 7, because of the 
. . 

partial saturation of the stilbene dE/dx· counter at the relatively high values 
25 

of dE/dx encountered. Poor pulse-height resolution of the stilbene 

counter (about 25 percent) made the protons and deuterons overlap to 

some extent. Figures 11 and 12 in the chapter on reduction of data demon

strate these separation factors. 

For the other coincidence counter, designated as the conjugate 

counter or proton counter, two different counters were employed at diff

erent times. One was a stilbene cry~;~tal in a:p. a!;lfl}linurri reflecting 
. .. . . ~- ,. 

housing viewed by a 1P21, and the other was a liquid scintillator·very 

similar to the long-range telescope dE/dX counter. The heights and 

widths were respectively 8. 8 and 4. 2 em for the stilbene counter, and 

5. 95 and ll. 89 em for the liquid scintillator. All photomultiplier tubes 

were magnetically shielded. 
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·Electronic and Photographic· Apparatus(see Fig.· 3) 

The coincidence ci;cuit emploied was at different ti~~·s a germa

nium diode circuit designed by Prof. Chamberlain or a circ\1it that was 

essentiall~ a Garwin circuit.
26 

The chassis contained two double~coin
cidence circuits; of the three inputs, one was fed to both circuits. 

Ther~ were five outputs: one from each coincidence circuit,' and three 

singles rate outputs, one for each input. The output signals' were of 

sufficiently high level and long enough duration to drive a scaler directly. 

Pulse-height discrimination was accomplished at the inputs by biases on 
' . ' 

the input elements. 

Signals from the coincidence counters were brought to the count

ing area by coaxial cable. The signal from one counter was amplified 

and fed to the input common to both ~oincidence circuits; that from the 

other was split, one leg being delayed (by a length of coaxial cable), and 

the other not, before being amplified and fed to the remaining inputs . 

. All amplifiers were of the distributed type. The output of the coincidence 

circuit fed by the delayed signal gave a continuous monitor of the acciden

tal coincidence rate.* All five outputs were connected to scalers; also 

the sweep of the Tektronix model 517 oscilloscope was triggered by 

either the direct or the delayed coincidence output as desired. The" gate 

output" of the oscilloscope was fed to a scaler to count the number of 

sweeps. It was found impossible to adjust the trigger amplifier control 

so that the number of sweeps exactly equaled the number appearing on 

the coincidence scaler. However, the deuteron counting rate as seen on 

the film was found to be insensitive within statistics even to rather large 

discrepancies in the two readings. This merely implies that the deu

terons were well on the counting plateau. 

The signals from the pulse -height counters were taken directly 

from the anode or last dynode of the phptotubes (depending upon the sign 

of pulse desired) and transmitted over coaxial cable to the ccHintinif · 

* The fine structure of the proton beam determines the delay necessary. 
The particles emerge in bursts of about 0.5 x lo-8sec. in durationsep~ 
arated by 6 x 10-8 sec. intervals. {About 350 bursts comprise each 
"beam pulse"; these beam pulses occur 60 times per second.) The 
coincidences observed when the signals in one channel are from one 
burst, and those in the other channel from the following burst are re
lated to the accidental rate. The exact relation depends upon the proc
esses being observed and the counter geometry employed. 
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area, where they were suitably delayed with respecr .. t<:>, ·?·1}~, a,.,p.other in 
--~---- -··-·· .. --~- , ..... _.~- --· . 

order to separate them on the oscilloscope trace. Th_ey then pas sed 
: ' 

to the signal input of the oscilloscope through a common distributed 

amplifier and a common dela,y which controlled tlieir
1 

p~sition on the 

sweep. Regulated supplies were used throughout the pulse-height 
- . 

circuits, and the stability as checked by a pulse generator was excellent. 

Since the over -all sensitivity remained quite constant during runs, but 
. . 

sometimes appeared different on successive days, it is thought likely 

that the magnetic shields for the 5819 photomultiplier tubes were affected 
. . 

in the process of turning off the cyclotron magnetic field in the evening 

or turning it on again in the morning. 

The oscilloscope face was coupled to a General Radio 35-mm oscillo

scope camera by a brass hood furnished with a peephole. The film was 

moved continuously at rates of about 1 foot per minute by a variable-speed 

motor. The aperture used was f/1. 5, and the 24-kv acceleration poten-
.,., ·1. 

_t~al of the oscilloscope was found quite ample to produce easily develop-

able traces on Eastman Linagraph Pan film even at writing speeds of 200 

em per microsecond. The film was developed either in Eastman D-19 

or concentrated Atkinson A- 72. 

- .) . 

~ .· ... ; 

.-
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IV EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The experimental procedure followed can best be described by 

giving the steps of a typical r_un in chronological order, . J 

Preparation 

Calculations were carried out to decide the rriost s~itable "geom

etries'' for the angles to o~ covered during the day. To be chosen for 

each angle were target' thickness, target angle with respect to the beam, 

counter distances, absorber sizes, and conjugate-counter height and 

width. The last had to be large enough to accept with a sizable safety 

. margin all proton partners of elastic deuterons passing through the de

fining counter. The formulas used for this calculation are given in 

appendix C. The maximizing of the rate of taking data was also a con

sideration. 

Routine checks were made· on the operating condition of the apparatus. 

Lining up 

After the cyclotron crew had tuned up the proton beam entering the 

cave so that the collimation was adjudged satisfactory on the_ basis of 

x-ray films exposed to the beam, the_ movable platform was adjusted to 

bl,"ing the scattering table into proper alignment with the beam. This was 

accomplished by a system of fiducial markers and the use of film ex-

posures. 

Concurrently the beam monitor cirdlit operation was checked. 

Adjustment of Electronic Apparatus 

Previously pulse generator signals had been used to set discrim

nator levels and amplifier gains to suitable values. Wit}l a CH
2 

target 

in place, and the counters set to observe p-p scattering, ·a series of 

routine adjustments were then made on the electronic gear.,,. 

(1) The coincidence rates were observed visually w;hile, .. the photo

multiplier voltages were varied to check roughly for the exis!ence of a 

counting plateau and to verify that no apparent coincidence counts ap

peared at the outputs when high-level input pulses were fed to only one 

input at a time. 
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(2) With voltages set 'at're·asonable points-·on the ••visual11 plateau, 

various cable lengths were inserted in the inputs of both coincidence 

circuits to find the ·:maximum coincidence rate -per-:unit beam. This 

balancing was necessary because of possible unequal delays int:roduced 

by amplifiers, cables, phototubes, etc. The delay curves were about 

4 x 10-
8 

sec. wide at half maximum. Figure 5 sho~s a_tYP~C::al curve. 

_(3} Detailed counting plat~<7us were then taken byplotting direct 

,~coincidences per unit beam versus photomultiplier voltage; in this opera-
. ' . ' . . ' . . " .. • • ~- •• . . . . . 1 : . . • .i 

tion the voltage .wa,s varied on one counter at a, time. As the carbon por-
• • . :·. ' : ' ; . . . • : ' • . ~ : • ..'J 

tion of the tar ge;t could.not be expec;ted to give a plateaU.~- the coincidences 
. ~ . .·- . . ' 

due to carbon had to be .subtracted. Th~s was done by subtr.acting the de-

layed coinc.idence.s as. ,experience showed that these were very nearly equal 
• ' • : • .- ' ,· • . " r ·:· f.~ ' 

to the, car bop effect. The pP,otomultipli_er voltages :were set for the re-

mainder of th~ Q.,ay at points well on the plateau; Fig. 6 show_sa typical 

plateau and the operating point chosen. 

, (4) A ch~ck was ;then performed with a CH
2 

t.arget on the accuracy 

of the assumption that the delayed coincidences were equal to the acciden.,. 

tals. The beam level was varied, and the coincidences per u:r;tit beam 

:plotted against beam level for both coincidence outputs. ·Figure 7 is an 
. • I ' : ~ ~ 

example . On this plot.the direct coincidences cO.r've should vary linearly 

. with be.arri ievel,- the intercept at zero beam giving the systerhatic coinci

,d~n~e·~- per unitb~am. The delayed coincicle~t~~ curve should also be a 

s_traightline, b{it'should pass through the oHgin. ifthe delayed and 

acciden."tal coincidence rates' were equal, the t~o lin~s·wo.uld be parallel. 

Otherwise, the delayed values would have to be multiplied. by a factor 

{e~ualing th~ ratio o'f the slopes) to get the actu'alacciciental rate. This 

check always showed the slopes to be equal. 

(5) A measurement ofthe beam energy w~~ then ca~r.ied out by 

·plotting a Bragg curve:·· the ratio between the charges received by two 

ionization chambers placed in the beam.with a variable· amount of copper 

absorber inserted between them, plotted as a.function .of absorber thick

ness/ Figure 8 shows a,typical curve; the .0;8 maximum point was 

takeli as 'indica:ti.rtg the beam: energy. 27 The value found for the beam 

energy' was 'usually 340 Mev; .. on· one ·occasion it was 346,- but there 

. rriay have been an error 'in' the measurement. 
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R = 93.6 gm/cm2 or 339.8 MEV 
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Fig. 8. Typical Bragg curve. 
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.·:r(6)' The gains 'of the pulSe height counters wex:~~ the~ adjusted. 

SufficHhit absorber-·was'hsed• so.~tha.t· the: p,p;:- scatteJ;:~_d·f>~QtQJltafWould 

stop in the energy counte·r.~ ·The energyl•os~ses·inct:ne pl,l~s~~-P-:e·:!ght 

courite·rs ·of the"·se protons had previous! y. been cak·ulated:.bom::r ange

energy curves and compared with the. ene'rgy losse-sre~Re·~ted flr_om the 

elastic deuterons at the angles to be covered on that run. The photo

multiplier voltages of the pulse -height counters we .. 11e ~djtJ:ste4 ··~O that the 
·~·· ... _...,,..... . .... .:.: .. ~---. ~ ...... -~"-~-

pulses_ seen on the oscilloscope were of such height that at no elastic p-d 
. . . : .r. 1. ; . ' •' .. . : : . ,· :: . J : ,., f.,:~.. . ' . \ . · .. ~-\ :' . . • ' : '.. q-. 

angle would the desl.red deuterc>Ii 'puls:es saturate th~ amplifying circuits. 

The trigger amplifier control of the oscillosc6p~ ~is ·a:.cijusted ~o that the 

sweep rate exceeded slightly the coincidence rate. Camera focus and 

oscilloscope focus and intensity were checked. 

(7) Some of these p-p scattered pulses were then photographed to 

give energy calibration points for interpretation of the deuteron data. 

Elastic p-d data 

(1) The counters were set at calculated positions for observing a 

given case of elastic p-d scattering. Using aCD
2 

target, the beam level 

was adjusted to a suitable value; we did not want the real/accidental ratio 

to be either too high or too low, nor to have too many spurious pulses on 

the oscilloscope traces. 

(2) Data were then taken on the film with six arrangements: in 

turn CD2_. c. and blank<= no) targets were put in position; with each the 

direct and the delayed coincidence outputs were used to trigger the os-

cilloscope. Deuterons from the blank target were found to be virtually 

nonexistent, and as they would represent only a very small correction to 

the calculated cross section, in some runs no blank data were taken. 

(3) Periodic checks on s_tabiUty of the pulse -height circuits were 

made by photographing the pulses observed when a pulse generator was 

connected to points in the circuits preceding the amplifier input. The 

stability was found to be quite satisfactory, so the frequency of the 

checks was decreased in later runs. 

(4) Further checks performed to verify that the desired effect, and 

only that effect, was being measured are discussed in the chapter on 

presentation of data. 
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0 0 (5). For measurements at 1~0 · and 150. cente~--of.-n;t.ass scattering, 

the deuterons were too energetic to· be ~onveniently,s.toppe~ ili:l: .!he ene~gy 

counter. · .The method use.d .to separate th:~. inelasti~ and elas_ti<: effects 

at these angles is discussed in the next chapter follo~ing;cm,explanation 

of the reading of the films. · , , . 

Following the run 

The film wa~ develop~d and read. 

in the next chapter .. 

. '. 

·. . c.c. ' ' "· : I ; ' . 

Reading _of the film is' described 

• 
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V REDUCTION OF DATA 

Reading of film -- general 

Reading of the developed film was done on a microfilm viewer, on 

the screen of which was superimposed a lucite grid with rulings every 

2 mm. Pulse heights could be read to 1 mm, arid typical heights encoun
-7 

tered were from 10 to 60 mm. The sweep speed normally used was 10 

I -8 
second. em on the oscilloscope face, and the pulses were about 4 x 10 

second wide at their bases. The camera reduced the pulse size by a 

factor of 4 on the 35-mm film, while the viewer gave an image 10 times 

as large as that on the film. 

A typical section of film is shown in Fig. 9. A single high-energy 

proton or deuteron would produce a pattern of two pulses (or three, if it 

were energetic enough to pass through the energy counter) at a position 

on the sweep that could vary slightly owing to time jitter in the sweep 

triggering. The relative spacings of the two or three pulses, which 

were determined by the delays introduced for that purpose, were not al

ways exactly the same but varied somewhat with the position of the pattern 

on the sweep. This was because of a slight nonlinearity in the sweep. 

However, the position and internal spacings of the pattern were sufficiently 

uniform so that, with extremely few exceptions, it was always possible 

to know which pulses should be read even when spurious pulses due to 
' 

additional particles were found on the sweep. 

The heights of the pulses from the dE/dx and energy counters were 

tabulated for each pattern; only the presence or lack thereof was recorded 

for the pulses from the pass -through counter. The pair of numbers from 

each pattern was plotted as a point on graph paper with dE/dx pulse height 

as ordinate, and energy pulse height as abscissa. Patterns without a 

pass-through pulse were plotted as; dots, and those with one as crosses. 

Figure 10 shows the typical results (for the long-range telescope) when 

several hundred points were plotted; a_ CJ?:z target was in the beam in . 

this case. The general features of the plot are as follows: (1) a band 

identifiable as the locus of protons, (2) an "island" due to a group of 

nearly monoenergetic deuterons (presumed to be from elastic p-d events), 
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(3) a tail consisting almost entirely of points from patterns including 

a pass-through signal (crosses), and (4) a few widely scattered points. 

The collection of deuterons from p -d events into an island, de spite 

the variation of the deuteron energy across the finite width of the defining 

counter, was accomplished by a wedge of aluminum absorber, as men

tioned previously. 

The tail is due to protons which are too energetic to be stopped in 

the energy counter; they produce a dE /d.x pulse height which is proper 

for their energy, but a· pulse height from the· energy counter which is 

much below the value observed for those which end their range just barely 

inside the energy counter. In a sense, both counters are dE/dx counters 

in this region, and,. for both, the pulse heights decrease as the particle 

energy increases. A very energetic deuteron of course falls into a sim

ilar tail belonging to the deuteron locus. Furthermo;re, the deuteron 

and proton tails coincide in part. 

Some of the widely scattered points are due to particles which scat

ter out of the counters and thus do not lose in the counters the proper 

amounts of energy, and some to the simultaneous passage through the 

telescope of two scattered particles. The probability of the latter type 

of event was very small at the counting rates employed; the duration of 

the pulses was short enough so that only when two or more particles were 
' ' .· . ' -8 scattered mto the telescope during the same burst (of 0. 5 x 10 sec. 

duration*) would their pulses be superimposed so as to appear as a · 

single pulse. Some of the widely scattered points may be tritons; though 

none have been positively 1dentified as such. 

Of all the sweeps photographed in a typical case with long-range 

telescope and CD 2 target and triggering by the direct-coincidence out

put, approximately 3 percent of the sweeps showed deuterons from 

elastic p -d events. The remaining sweeps could be grouped approxi

mately as follows: sweeps with no pulses of readable size, 45 percent; 

sweeps with only one pulse, 8 percent; sweeps exhibiting pass-through 

pulses, 21 percent; and all others (mainly protons), 23 percent. About 

one percent of the sweeps gave· evidence either of two scattered particles 

See footnote on page 18 on the structure of the beam. 
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in the same burst, or of the presence of tritons. Thi.s one percent was 
' ' 

of course distributed over a wide area on the gr'aph.; and the probability 

that any apparent deuterons in the island were due to' sup~rposltion was 

very small. Probably no more than two percent of ·the deuterons in the 

island could be due to this cause. The large number of swee'ps with no 
. . 

pulses could be attributed to two causes:. (1) _low-energy products of the 

bombardment and (2) particles scattered from the beam collimator at 

such angles that only the defining counter of the telescope was traversed. 

In later runs, 'more adequate shielding from the collimator and use of 

thin absorbers in front of the coincidence counters reduced this percent-

age. With the short-range telescope the number was considerably less, 

because the defining counter was also the dE /dx counter. 

Procedure for reading deuteron data 

': ''':' '·-;:.< · · ·The analysis to separate deuterons from protons was carried out by 

' three different methods: one for the 70° - ll 0° range of center -of-mass 

·; scattering, one for the 130° -150° range, and one for the 40°- 50° range. 

We will discuss each method in the above order. 

Iri the following we will designate data taken with a CD
2 

target and 

with triggering of the oscilloscope from the direct-coincidence output as 

"CD 2 -direct" data and use analogous terms for the other arrangements; 

for example, "G-delayed11
• 

(l) 70°-110° range 

For this group of angles the long-range telescope was employed, 

and aluminum absorbers (up to two inches in thickness) were used, if 

necessary, to cause the deuterons to stop in the energy counter. 

The first step in reading the film was to. read that taken with p -p 

scatteri11g. A plot of these data gave a small island on the proton 

locus; from its position and the computed energy losses in the dE/dx 

and E counters· for these protons, a calibration of the pulse heights on 

the ~iewer in terms of energy loss was obtained. The expected posi

tion of the deuteron island for elastic p -d deuterons for the angle of 

scattering to be read was then calculated. Owing to slight saturation 

effects in the ener,gy counter, the actual island was usually observed at 

a slightly different position from that calculated. 
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Next, several hundred sweeps of CD
2
-direct data wer~ read and 

plotted to establish the approximate-locations of the prot"a~'\~~us and 
,-, .: " .. 

the deuteron island, and to check that the gener(:ll behavior ·of the appa

ratus was ~s expected. After this check, only those sweeps were read 

which had a dE/dx pulse height greater than one-half that for particles 

in the approximate island; the other sweeps were merely counted.· This 

procedure reduced considerably the time for reading the film, and by in

cluding neighboring portions of both the proton and deuteron loci, not only 

increased the number of points on the basis of which to determine the 

island boundaries, but also gave a running check on the stability of the 

pulse -height system. CD
2 

-delayed, C -direct, C -delayed, blank-direct, 

and blank-delayed data were then also read on the basis of the same cri

terion for the dE /dx pulse height. 

It was necessary to choose, on the basis of all sweeps read, the 

outlines of the island on the graph which would be taken to include all 

.. elastic p -d deuterons. While th~ separation of protons and deuterons 

\•: was reasonably unambiguous, the presence on the deuteron locus of a 

few deuterons of varying energies due to the carbon portionof the target 

made it unreasonable to count all observed deuterons on the locus as 

. coming from elastic .p-d scattering. Despite the smallness of the number 

of deuterop.s. the grouping was close enough that the outlines of the island 

could be drawn without much difficulty. (Islands of larger sizes were 

tried, and it was found that the number· of deuterons in the added area, 

after subtraction of carbon counts and accidentals, was zero within sta

tistics. ) The outline on Fig. 10 shows the island chosen in one case. 

(The outline was drawn on the basis of many more points than are shown 

in the figure.} 

Using the island thus chosen, the number of deuterons for each of 

the six arrangements of target and triggering was counted. The sub-

traction of carbon counts and accidental counts is discussed iri a later 

section. 

(2) 130°-1.50° range 

For these angles the deuterons to be observed had ranges from 36 
. 2 . ·-d • • .. 

to 45 gm/cm of copper. The amount of absorber- (placed in front of the 

telescope) that would be necessary to cause these deuterons to stop in the 

energy counter ~as considered excessive . Consequently, only about one 
. ' . 
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inch of aluminum absorber was used; the desired deuteron:s•rwere thus 

a1lowed to fall on the 11 tail'' of the' deuteron: locus. · ·: :Becau'se of the partial 

overlap of the proton and deuteron 11 tails 11
, ·there was·:the'p6'ss:lbility that 

some of the inelastic protons could be confused with·the d·euterons. Con

sequently, absorber was placed iri front of the proton counter to reduce 

the effect of the inelastic scattering, as discussed in· Chapter II. Film 

data ~ere then taken not only with the proton counter' at the proper angle 

to observe the elastic events, but also at angles to either side of the 

elastic angle, to evaluate the amount of inelastic scattering included. 

The reading of the film containing the data ·taken in the above manner · 

was carried out in the sai:ne steps as for the 70°-110° range: energy cali

b~atioh, reading of data for all six. arrangements of target and triggering, 

' and choice of the deuteron istand (now on the 11 tail"). Only sweeps with 

pass-through pulses were read, however, after the first several hundred . 

The number of points found l.n· the island when the proton counter 

was set at other angles than the elastic· angle was found to be zero within 

statistics after the subtraction of contributions due to accidentals and 

carbon. We therefore felt justified in considering that all the apparent 

deuterons at the elastic angle were indeed deuterons,· and the ·statistical 

counting errors were computed on that basis. However, the systematic 

. error in the separation of protons and -deuterons has been· taken somewhat 

'larger for these angles than for the 70°-110° range:· 
0 . 0 

(3) 40 -50 range 

·For 'this group of angles the short-range telescope w'as \.ised, and 

absorbers were employed, if necessary, to reduce the range·of the elas

tic deuterons. 

As pr'eviously mentioned, the separation of protons and deuterons 

was not so good in this telescope as with the other. Consequently, the 

data from the fihn had to be treated in a different manner. 

Let us consider again the method of plotting points on a· graph of 

dE/dx pulse height versus energy pulse height. The proton· and deu

teron loci are approximately parallel curves (as can be seen from Fig. -

10, for example). If a group of·equally spaced curves para1lel to the 

proton curve is drawn in, and the distribution of points in the "channels" 

thus created is tabulated, the result is an approximate mass spectrum 
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of the particles seen by the telescope. . In our workthe d~ta from p-p 
' • • 't 

scattering can be used to determin~ the proton locus as t4e b~sis for 

drawing the channels. Fig. 11 shows, for example, the, mass. spectrum 

obtained with a portion of long-range telescope data.. . 
0 0 The data for 40 and 50 . were therefore treated as follows: first 

the film with the p-p scattering data (CH
2 

target) was read andplotted. 

These data were taken without a wedge preceding the tel~ scope in order 

that a band of proton energies would be accepted ... Channels (different 

of course from those in Fig. 11) were then drawn in and the mass spec

trum of these protons tabulated. Figure 12C shows the spectrum obtained. 

Then CD
2 

-direct data were read and plotted as amass spec,trt1m using 

the same channels; Fig. l2A shows the result for a portion of the 40° runs. 

The proton portion of this curve was then subtract~d, channel by channel, 

utilizing the proton spectrum from p-p scattering as a standar¢1. As the 

number of protons in the proton portion of the CD
2 

data was not the same 

as in the p-p scattering, the proper· ratio to be used in the subtraction 

was determined bya weighted average of the observed ratios for each of 
. ' 

the channels 0 through minus 3. separately, the weights being assigned 

according to the errorin the ratio for each channel due to counting sta

tistics. Figure 12B shows the deuter~m spectrum obtained after the sub

traction. The errors shown for this curve are the standard deviations 

resulting from combining the errqrs from the proton spec~rum, from 

the ratio calculation, and from the number of counts in each channel for 

the CD 
2 

data. The counts in channels 0 through 8 were then totaled, 

and the standard deviation of the total determined by combining those 

from each channel. 

This same treatment was also applied to data fro~ the other ar

rangements of target and triggering. 

Because of the uncertainties involved, the sys;tematic error due 

to the separation method has been considered larger for. these angles 

than for the 70°-110° range. 

Subtraction of effects due to carbon and accidental coincidences 

It has been mentioned several times that deuterons from the car-

bon target were observed. This was rather surprising since the cross 
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0 "Mass spectra" for a portion of the 40 
center -of -mass scattering data. 

A. With CDz target, showing both 
protons and'deuterons. 

B. Same but with pz:otons subtracted 
by method explained in text. 

C. Proton spectrum used in sub
traction (from p -p scattering). 
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se~tion expected for pick..:up
28 

at 340-Mev bombarding energy is very 

low, and especially since the detecting apparatus used required a coinci

dence of the deuteron v:,:ith 'a charged particle at an angl,e with respect to 

the deuteron which was: characteristic of p-d ~cattering (94° to 137° in the 

present experiment). Two possible mechanisms were developed to ex

plain the observations. One was that the beam proton is able to knock a 

complete deuteron out of the carbon nucleus, thus approximating the kine-

matics of a p-d elastic process. The angle between the emerge'nt parti-

cles, though not a unique quantity because of internal momentum, would 

probably be peaked at the same va~ues as for, elastic p-d sca.ttering. 

The second mechanism, thought to be more likely, was that a 

nucleon-nucleon collision takes place inside the carbon nucleus, and that 

the recoil (or even the deflected) particle in emerging from the nucleus 

picks up a partner at the surface to form a deuteron. The pick-up prob

ability for the beam proton would be enhanced by the reduction in momen

tum following the collision. The angle between the proton and deuteron 
. . 0 

for this process would vary, but perhaps be peaked near 90 . 

therefore be, possible to distinguish between these two mechanisms by 

measuring the deuteron rate as a function of the angle between the two 

counters. 

In the present experiment, however, the deuterons from carbon were 

treated only as background, and no attempt was made to study them fur

ther. It was subsequently l~arned that the second process ,is the topic 

of a theoretical paper by Bransden. 29 Hess
30 

is at present investigat

ing experimentally high-energy deuteron production from various ele

ments under bombardment by 340-Mev protons. 

In the pre sent experiment, CD 2 -direct data contained deuterons 

not only from the desired events but also from carbon and from acdden-

tal coincidences. Those from the last two causes had to be subtracted. 

We will develop 

ing symbols: 

CD
2

-dir 

now the formulas that were used. We define the follow-

-- observed deuterons/unit time fr01n CD2 target wjth 
. triggering from direct-coincidence output 

analogously for CD
2

-del, etc. 

= number of deuterons per unit time incident on deuteron 
telescope and due to deuterium in target 
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number of deuterons per unit time incident on deuteron 
telescope and due to carbon in target . · 

number of charged particles per unit time incident on con
jugate counter and due to deuterium in target 

number of charged particles per unit time incident on con
jugate counter and due to carbon in tar_get 

fraction of deuterons from carbon which ( l) strike the tele
scope and (2) have partne-rs striking the conjugate counter 

T = effective resolving time of the coincidence circuits 

In the quantities Dd and De' ~:mlythose deuterons which are in the island 

chosen are to be included. · 

We can then write down the following formulas for the coincidence 

rates (we have simplified some expressions by using the fact that 

D << p ) : c . c 

CD
2

-dir· Dd + fD + 2 -r (1-f) [ D Pd + D P ] c c c c = 

cDz:-del = 

C-dir = 

C-del 2r D :p . c c 

In deriving the'se expressions we have assumed that the geometry is such 

that the partners of all deuterons from deuterium strike the conjugate 

counter and that therefore in the case of triggering from the direct-coin-
o 

cidence ou~ut, these deuterons cannot create any surplus counts due to 

accidental coincidences with an uncorrelated particle entering the con

jugate counter. · (Similarly for the fraction f of deuterons from carbon.) 

However, in the case of triggering from the delayed-coincidences output 

all deuterons contribute to the counting rate by making accidental coin

cidences. 

The quantity that we must subtract from CD 
2 

-dir to obtain the 

counting rate for elastic p-d scattering (which is Dd) can be seen to be 

fD + 2 r {1-f) [ D Pd + D P ] . There is no way of subtracting exact-
c c c c 
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ly this quantity unless the singles :rates and i-are known~-- However, we 

note that C -dir differs from this-: quantity 'by only a smalLamount, which 

is 2.,. (1-f) D cp d.' Furthermore, we can estimate· the error made in cal-

culating D d by the formula D d 

pression 

2 T (1-f) D cp d 

CD
2

-del 

= (cn2 :..dir) 

.: '~ ·.~ . ..., .. ·. 

(1-f) 
= 

(C -dir) by using the ex-

·" '·.' ·-·.' 

. ::. -~ ' 

For one of our cases (90° center-of-mass scattering) we hav~·data from 

Hess 30 for the cross section for the deuteron production from carbon, 

which enables us to evaluate f and D d/D c ~ The ra:tio Pc/Pd_' may be cal

culated from the observed singles rates. We obtain upon .s,U.B~titution of 

these numbe~s 2., ·(1-f)DcP d '= 0. 09 {CD 2 -del)._ CD 2 -d'el :Was observed 

_in one run at this angle to be 0. 37 Dd, so in this casethe 'error made in 

the subtraction by the ~bove formula was to give a v~hie for Dd only 3 per

cent too high. In most of the experiment, moreover, the counting rates 

were low enough that CD2 -del was a good deal smaller thari·in the case 

above. Consequently, the formula adopted for subtraction of deuterons 

from carbon and accidentals was Dd = (CD2 -dir) - {C-dir),' and a sys-

tematic error of 3 percent was assigned ~or the subtraction. /-

Note was also taken of the ratio of the number qf carbon.atoms/cm2 

in the CD 2 target to that in the C target; in most cases this ratio was 

about 1. OS. As previously stated, the deuter~n rates fron1; the blank 

target, when measured, were always zer~, so no account of blank had 

to be taken in making the sU:btr action. 

Corrections for attenuation in absorbers _;:tnd counters 

Corrections to the obs~rved 9-ata had to be made because of atten

uation by inelastic scattering and by stripping of the deuterons, both of 

which could take place in the absorbers and in the cotint~rs 'tliemselves. 

For attenuation of the elastic protons due to the absorber that pre

cedes the conjugate counter employed in some cases, the cross sections 

measured by Kirschbaum31 were used. 
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__ For attenuation-cO£ the deuterons, a total .cro.ss. section. for all 

processes except diffraction scattering for deuterons of an average 

energy of about 140 Mev was avail~ble. 32 
As data for other deuteron 

e:flergies was not available, and as it 'l.s believ~d that ~e attenuation 

cross section·isnot strongly dependent on energy, the val1.1e for 140 Mev 

was used throughout. An error of 20 percent was assigned to the cross 

section employed. 

In the calculation for deuteron attenuation, all counters preceding 

the energy co~ter w~re treated-as absorbers, because any processes 

deflecting or breaking up the deuteron in these counters would cause the 

deuteron either to be lost completely or to give a pulse-height pattern not 

characteristic of a deuteron. In the energy cou~ter, howev~r~ a few 

stripping events would not cause a reduction of the energy pulse height 

large enough to make the d~uteron have a pulse-height patter~ not in the 

deuteron.island. The number of such events was estimated, and the 

error in the estimate was assumed to be 50 percen-t. · 
.- ' 

Table I in the next chapter shows (along with the experimental re-
. . . : : . ·.· . 

sults) the correction factor for attenuation which was applied at each 

angle. 

Target 

The target material was analyzed chemically and found to have a 

i-atio of total hydrogen to carbon content ofT. 97 ::J:: 0. 02 (numbers of 

atoms). . Further analysis by mass spectrometryshowed the"deuteriurrt 

fraction (by number) of the hydrogen content to be (94 ::J:: 1) percent. Both 

analyses were carried out by Dr. Amos Newton of this laboratory. 

A very thin foil of the target material was also analyzed by infra-

red absorption techniques. This analysis; which was done by Professor 

George Pim~ntel of the University Of Califoi7nia Chemistry Department, 

ga-ye values fr~m 5 percent to 7 percent for the H 1 fraction. 

A value of (94 ± 1) percent was therefore· used in the calculations, 

and the number, of carbon atoms was taken as one -half the number of H
1 

2 . 
plus H. atoms. 

. :.~ 
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Sample calculation 

.: . . ;, . • .\.\ !'( <- ·~· ~:.:.i ·:·· 0 

·.We give as an example the calculation of t~~first case of 110 scat-

tering listed in Table, I. .. 
. . . .. .. .. 2 

Targets. The CD
2 

.. target was 0. 1312 gm/cm thick, and there-

£ore contained 
2 

atoms per em : 

. 22 .· •. . •' z ' 22 
0. 941 x 10 deuterons per em and 0. 4?7 x _10 carbon 

(The purity of the target ~as of cou;~e tak~n' into ac• 
. . . .. . .. . ' ···. . ,, 0 

count.) The GD
2 

target was o~iented with its norma~ 11. 2 > from the beam, 

so the surface density .of deuterons in the beam direction was N = 0. 941 
2·2 o · 2 2 ·· · · · · · .· ·• · · ·· ·· 22. 

x 10 /cos 11.2 = 0. 959 x 10 , and of carbon atoms was 0. 507" x 10 . 

The carbon target was at 12° to the beam, giving 0. 530.~1022 carbon atoms 

per cm2 in .the beam di·~~ctiorL ... 
Beam current. One volt on the recording millivoltmeter {one 11 in

tegrator volt 11
) indicated C/q!-1 protons in the beam, where C was the ca

pacity employed {0. 985 x 10- 6 .£arad), q the ele~entary electronic charge 

(1. 602 X 10-l9 COUlomb), an~ 1J. the 11 multiplicati~n factor 11 of the ion cham-. 

ber. This multiplication factor (not re~ated to gas multiplication as in 

proportional counters) is due to the formation of a large number of ion 

pairs by each proton passing through the chamber, and may be defined as 

the ratio of the charge received by the ionization chamber caused by the 

passage of a single proton to the charge carried by the proton. 

The calibration with the Faraday cup had shown:·that 1-1 = 1040 for 

340 -Mev protons in an ionization chamber of effective depth of 2 inches 
. •. • 0. 

filled with argon to 100 em Hg absolute pressure at 21 C. The chamber 

employed in taking the data under discussion, had a depth of 2. 028 inches, 

and was filled to 82. 5 em Hg at 21. 0°C. Therefore 

= 
82~5 1040 X X 

2.028 

100 2 
= 867 0 4 

Hence one integrator volt was equivalent to n = 0·. 985 x 10- 6/(l. 602 

x 10- 19) (867. 4) = 0. 709 x 1010 protons. 

Solid angle. The face of the defining counter was 2. 00 x 2. 05cm, 

or 4. 10 cm
2 

in area, and the midpoint of the counter was located at 

80. 2 em from the target position. The solid angle subtended was 

therefore .6.0 = 4.10/(80. 2) 2 = 6. 38 x io- 4 
steradian. 
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Number of;events observed. From analysis of ;the Ji~ms; we had 

the following numbers of events and their associated statistical errors: 

CD
2 
-dir = 49 ± 7 'in 10. 224 I. V ., ·or 4. 79 ± 0. 69 per LV. 

C-dir = 

blank-dir = 
1 ± 1 in 3. 074 I. v.' or 0; 325 ± o·. 325 per I. v. 
0 ± 1 in 0. 509 I. V., or 0 ± L 96 per I. V. 

Therefore the number oi elastic p -d events per integrator volt was 

D = 4. 79 ± 0. 69 - 0. 957 (0. 325 ± 0. 325) - (1 - 0. 957) (0 ± 1.96) = 

4. 48 ± 0. 762, where 0. 957 is the ratio of the number. of carbon atoms 

per cm
2 

(perpendicular to the beam) in the carbon ta~get to that in the 

CD 2 target. 

Cross section. Therefore the laboratory cross section, uncorrect

ed for attenuation, was 

D 4.48 ± 0.0762 
· ro · .· · 22 - ·· -4 . 

0.709xl0 x0.959xl0 x6.38xl0 · 
= 

0. 103 ± 0. 018 mb/ster. 

To convert to the center..,of-mass system, d cos @lab./ d cos 0 
c.m. 

0. 293, giving (d<Y/ dO) = 0. 0 30 3 ± 0. 00 53 mb/ ster. c.m. . . 

Attenuation correction. No absorber was present in front of the 

proton counter. For that in front of the deuteron te1escope, and for 

the telescope counters themsel~es, we used I/I = exp (pcrxf where I = 
0 0 

the number of elastically scattered deuterons act~ally iricidenton the 

telescope, I = the observed number of deuterons, p = numerical den

sity of nuclei·, CT = attenuation C.ross section per nucleus, and X = 

= 

thickness of absorbing material in em. The resulting correction factor 

was 1. 59 ± 0.12, and the final value for the cross section was therefore 

0. 0482 mb/ ster with 17 percent standard deviation counting error, as 

listed in Table I. 
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VI PRESENTATION OF DATA AND DISCUSSION OF ERRORS 

Table I sh,ows:'the .. experi:rriental results obtained. For each center-

of-mass scattering angle studied, the following quantities are tabulated: 

(1). corrected center -of-mass differential cross se'ction in millibarns 

per steradian; (2) absorber correction factor employed; (3) statis

tical error (standard deviation); (4) error in absorber correction; {5) 

error in counting deuterons in the film analysis (separation of protons 

from deuterons and choice of deuteron island); (6) combined system

atic error from other sources; and (7) total error, combined from all 

sources. Measurements taken under different experimental conditions 

are shown on separate lines. 

·In Fig. 13, the averag~d differential cross section in the center

of-mass system is plotted on aJdgafithmic scale versus·c€mter-of-rnass 

scattering angle. In 'this figure the error indicated is the total error. 

During the course of the exper-iment s~veral checks were performed 

to make ce:rtain that all the elastic p-d scattering events were being ob

served, and that no other processes were contributing to the apparent 

counting rates. Some of these checks were on the operation of the elec

tronic apparatus, as.'disc'ussed in the chapter on' experimental procedure. 

Two others, the results of which could be known only after reading the 

film, will be discus sed now. 

It was necessary to make sure that the conjugate-counter solid 

angle as calculated "'-'as suff~ciently large to catch all proton partners 

to elastic deuterons striking the defining counter. An example of this 

check is found in the comparison of the two lines for 90° scattering in 

Table I. Data on the second line were taken with a solid angle twice as 

large as for the data on the first line. Another example is in the com-

parison of the two lines of data for 70° scattering, which were taken on 

different runs; for the second line. the solid angle was 66 percent larger 

than for the first-line. ·Howeve:r, in neither example do the counting 

statistics allow any definite conclusion. Nevertheless, because the 

formulas used in calculating the solid angle were based on similar 

formulas used in previous work by Stern and by Chamberlain, Segr~, 

and Wiegand, and because a liberal safety margin was allowed, we do 



TABLE I --- EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ERRORS 

angle do- attenuation statistical error in error in other syst. total 
(c. m.) d~ (c. m,) c;orrection factor error (s. d.) att'n carr. separ~ti<:m errors error 

40° 1. 04 (mb/ster) 1. 05 8% 2. O% 15% 1 Oo/o 20% 

50° 0.392 1. 07 11 2.0 15 10 21 

70° 0. 104 1. 11 32 2.2 5 9 
0. 109 1.11 13 2.2 5 9 
0. 108 (avg) 1. 11 12 2.2 5 9 16 

90° 0.0402 1. 28 18 5.8 5 8 
0.0581 1. 28 23 5.8 5 8 

, 0. 0468 (avg) 16 
I 

1. 28 12 5.8 5 8 ,.j::. 
\.11 
I 

110° 0.0482 l. 59 17 9.8 5 8 
0.0399 l. 57 13 10.0 5 8 
0. 0424(avg) 10 5 8 17 

130° 0.0440 1. 50 20 8.6 10 9 26 

150° 0. 101 1. 46 11 8.6 10 11 21 

The ~ro~s sed~ions given have been corrected for attenuation. Angles are known to 2° in the 

ceijter-of-maS:_s system, and-resolution in the center-of-mass system is 5. 79 for 40° 'and !5.0°,-. 
;.,. 

and 2. 8° for the others. 
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Chapter VII is included. 
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not believe that more than a few percent of the proton partners were not 

counted. 

A second check carried out was to verify that the deuteron count

ing rate was peaked at the calculated angle for the elastic events, and 

zero to either side. Figure 14 shows the deuteron counts per integrator 

volt as a function of the angular setting of the proton counter. The peak 

is seen to exist and to be at the expected angle. This check also shows 

that the conjugate -counter solid angle is not seri~usly in error. 

Because the very low counting rates per unit time for the elastic 

·events required that most of the running time be spent in measuring the 

cross section; these two checks were not performed at every angle. 

The reliability of the formulas used in calculating the angular settings of 

the counters was considered well established by those checks that were 

performed. The adequacy of the solid ·angle of the conjugate counter 

was less well established. 

A word should be said about the reasons why the measurements 

were not extended to center-of-mass scattering:.angles less than 40° or 
0 

greater than 150 . The fundamental reasons are that the range of the 

proton for angles larger than 150° is too small to allow the coincidence 

method to be used reliably, and that the range of the deuteron for angles 

smaller than 40° is too small to permit the identification method to be 

employed successfully.· In addition, for angles greater than 150°, the 

deuteron telescope angle would be well into the region of diffraction 

scattering from carbon, and the accidental coincidences would therefore 

be excessive. 

Discussion of errors 

The following is a list of the known sources of systematic error; 

the size of the error in the cross sections which was assigned to each 

·of these sources is also given. 

1. Geometry 

.a. The calibration 6f.the· sc~tterir.{g t~ble;·~~gles is accurate 

to about 1/2 degree. 
. . . 

b. The alignment of the table with respect to the beam was 

accurate within 1 degree ... This results 'in a 5 percent uncertainty in 
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the cross section at 40~, 50°, 70°, and 150°, and negligible uncertainty 
'"' at the other angles, where the cross section is slowly varying. 

c. The distance of the defining counter was known to 5 mm. 

in 50 or more em. (2 percent error in solid angle) 

d. Measurement of the defining counter area (1 percent). 

e. Uncertainty in effective defining counter area {long-range 

telescope) due to the lucite box surrounding the liquid scintillator (3 per

cent). 

f. Possibility of nonuniform sensitivity over the area of the 

stilbene defining counter (short-range telescope) (3 percent). 

g-. Loss due to insufficient conjugate -counter solid angle (3 per-

cent). 

2. Be ani current 

a .. Calibration of ionization-chamber multiplicati'on factor ( 2 

percent). 

b. Saturation of ionization chamber (i.e. , collection of all 

ions) ( 1 percent). 

c. Calibration of condenser (0. 3 percent). 

d. Recorder accuracy and reading of recorder ( ·l percent). 

3. Targets 

a. Polyethylene target composition (carbon/hydrogen ratio) 

(2 percent). 

b. Po~yethylene target purity (deuterium/total hydrogen 

ratio) ( 1 percent). 

c. Grams/cm2 of targets ( 2 percent). 

d. Target angle with respect to beam was known to 2 degrees. 

Part of the error was contributed by uncertainty in alignment of scatter

ing table with respect to beam. This results in an error of about 3 per

cent ~t'40° and 50°, 2 percent: at 70°, 1 percent ~t ·90° arrd-ll 0° ,· 5 per-
. 0 0 

cent at 1.30 , and 6 percent at 150 . 

4. Subtraction of counts from carbon and accidentals (3 percent) 
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5. Telescope efficiency 
. > ; r ) . . ... l '· .··; ! ~ ~ ~ , . ,· . : ;' 

a. Losses due ta·multiple Coulomb scattering and diffraction 

scattering ( 3 percent ). 

b. Increase in number of appare'nfdeuterons' dhe; to 

neous pas sage of two particles through telescope ( 2 percent). 
• ~ - • . ~ • • ~ . • '. ' ·' ~ • 1 • . ; 

simulta-

c .. Increase in number bf deuterons due to pick-up by protons 
. '·. .. . . 28 '. 

incident on tele.scop,E;! is negligible. . ( Hadley and York . report that the 

total cross section for .90-Mev incident neutrons for production of deu-
. - " .. . . ·. .. .: ' . . 0 ' ·, .. 0 ·'· 
terons of energy greater than 27 Mev and between 0 and 25 is only 12 

;i '}. 

:rnillibarns for carbon .. ) 

6. Counting of deuterons (separation of protons fro'm de'uterons 

~nd c'hoice of deuteron island) has been as slimed to co~trib'ute- 15 percent 

.at' 40° and 'so0
, 5 percent at 70°' 90°, and11 0°. and 10 perc'ent at 130° 

and 150°. 

7. Attenuation corrections contribute errors· which range from 2 

percent to 10 percent; these are listed separately in Table ,I. 

8. Variation in beam energy could contribute as much as 4 per

cent error, as the cro$S sec;tion changes fairly· rapidly with energy. 

• ,· : ~ 1 

'· t' 
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VII CONC:CUSIONS 

Comparison with thepry. 

Theoretl.c~al analysis ·of high ~e~ergy nucle-on-deuteron scattering 
. . . c .. 7,.16, 33,34 . hki 35 k has been carr ted out by hew ·· ·· ·, ·wu and As n , Glue stern 

dB .. th 36 B '· d. 37· H .. T, . · d. Y . h. 'd' 38 · . d. Ch b an e e , rans en , orte; · amura,an ·- ·. os 1 a ,. an •. am er-
. . 39 

lain and Stern . Some of these authors have treated"the'problem with 

central forces only, and some have also considered tensor ·.f6tces. The 

approximations that have been used include· the; Bot:li approximation and the 

impulse approximation. From a survey of these_ papers it may be con

cluded (1) that tensor forces musfbe inCluded to obtain better agreement 
, ·1 '· • ' : , • ,., '· I . ,.,·. l. \·· 

with experiment (as is true fpr nucleon-nucleon s~attering also) and (2) 
. . - . . ~ ,. 

. • . 1 • • 

that the best approximation available -- the impulse approximation -- is 
.... 0 

reliable only for fairly .small-angle scattering, (less than about 100 cen-

ter of mass), which involves only small.momentum tran~fers to the deu

teron. 
-~ . 

As no published theoretical predictions giving numerical values for 

the pr~se,nt expericient e'~ist,: we will make some 'approximate calcula

d~ris w'ith ~hi~h to compare .our experimental results. We adopt the 

impulse approximation; further simplifying assumptions will be discuss

.ed later. 

The impulse approximation, originated by Chew, is based on the 

following conditions in the problem of nucleon-deuteron scattering: ( 1) 

the de Broglie wavelength of the incident nucleon must be small com

pared to the size of the deuteron; (2) the collision time must be short 
I 

compared to the period of the deuteron. These assumptions are equiv-

alent to considering that the scattering_ of the incident wave is done by 

two scattering centers acting independently and suddenly. By 11 inde

pendently'' it is meantthat the scattering at one center is affected only 

negligibly by the scattering at the other; both centers of course perturb 

the incident wave, and the interfreence is coherent. It is believ.ed 

that it is not necessary that the perturbation of the incident wave be 

small, in contrast to the condition required for the validity of the Born 

approximation. 
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We: now su'rnirtarize'some results ·of Chew. · The following general 

formula relates nucle·on-nucleo'ti scattering parameters :to ,the elastic 

proton-deuteron cross section:' ' . ' ' ~ ' . 

i ··.~ 

= il 0 - ·0 ~- 2 r + r · 

. . np.. ~~-.-·.· 

where K is the momentum transfer 

.:· 

+ r' 
-.np 

/ 
I 

j ... 

rv; 12Js { K) -pp -

S (K) is the 'sticking factor'(i. e., probability. that the deuteron 

w~l~ remain bou~dafter suffering a momentum change of K) 

r 0 is the amplitude for n-p scattering without sp.in'-flip 
np 

r' is the amplitude for n-p scattering 'with spin-flip 
-np .. 
simi_lar,lyfor_ r 0 and r' 

' pp -pp 

We note that 

and simil~ly'-for 

donp 

dK
2 

'dd- . 
. ___ PP

2 
.. 

,- .. 

dK 

We see that i£, t.~~- ~ivision between. spirt-flir:>, and non-spin-flip 

scattering were known; we_ would have· an_ jmmedi?-te relatio,n between 

the n-p and p-p. experimental results and those for p:..d scattering. 

However, this divis,ion is not ,knbWI1 experimentally. 

(In the .case of no coupling betwee;n spin and orbital angular 

momentum, 

0 r, , 1 ( 3 t rs_) = 4 r. + 1 t s 
= .- { r - r ) o-- 4 ' -p 

where rt and rs are the triplet and singlet amplitudes respectively, 

and .CT is the proton spin. However, again we have no experimental 
-p 

knowledge separating singlet and triplet scattering amplitudes.) 

Therefore to evaluate dCT d/dO in terms ·-of experimental nu-. p 
cleon-nu:eleon results in order to compare the present results with a 

theoretical curve, we must make .some further assumptions. (The, 
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·alternative is 'to make: exten~iv:e_calculations~ :J;>ased_ o~ ,assumed n-p 
. - -.. . ~ ' . . . 

and p-p interactions .. )- :We foll()w, Qhewjreferep~e ;33) in assl,lming 
,. ' . .. . . . . .. -~ ' . ..· ' . 

that (1) S scattering only takes pl~c~. and ,(2) . ther~ is no spiJ1_depend-
. . ·- . ~ ' . -· · .. 

ence except that forced by the Pauli principle. Chew then obtains 

; 

= 

.t·'·"' do-
3 _·pp 
4 _dO 

where Q is the center-of-rnass 'scatter-ing ~ri'gle; ,,, ·; <>-
• •••• • '· '• :. I "' ::: ft ,._ • ' .' ·J. ·: . ··: ·;, •·• :' ,. ; ' 

_ dw /do and do- /dO. are ce:riter.:o£-:rnass differential cross 
. - np -- -" ,__ PP, -, __ ,,.. ,- ,, -, ..... --: . -,-

sections for the same laboratoty bombarding energy as in the p-d case, 

A is ~he diff~rence in phase shift between n;..p and p-p scatter

ing. The fa~tor 16./9 arise's f~oin. eval~ating the ~omentum transfer K, 

which for the two-body problem is K = k sin C0/2 >" a~d for the three-body 

problem is K = (4./3) k sin ( 9/2 ), where in each expression k is the in-

ddent nucleon laboratory mb.mentum. · ·' 

The assumption of S scatte~ing requires that do-n /dO and 
- -__ p 

d~ /dO be constants. Of course do- /dO is angular-dep~p.dent, but pp np - . ·. - , , , -
a suitable average value is not far from: the truth when only the mid~.le 

range of scattering angles is being considered. 

··We further assume (with Chew) that ·'t::. -- =' 0. : This would re

i. quire :do-- /dO:= do--' /dO but we assign, respectively~ values of 2 rob/ 
- . np . pp . 
·steradian ·(extrapolated- to 340 Mev from 90.;. •.and.~Z60-Mev n ... p results; 

references 40 and 41) arid 4 rob/steradian (from 340-Mev p-p scattering; 

reference 18). -- The effect of A -= 0 is taken as striCtly true only in 

evaluating cos A. 

by 

We obtain do-pd/dO = 13.955 (Q) rob/steradian. 

The stiekiri.g factor S (Q) is defined in reference 16 .(arid 33) 

1' ; -

S z- (K) 

.,·,. '.• .. 

where· ~ (r) . js the grou.nd.'state wav~ function, of the deu~eron. We 
0 ·-·- - . - . . _, 

.... .•-!·. 
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have assumed ljJ (r) to be the Hulthen wave function 
0 

r af3 ( 0. + f3 ) .l l 2 'IT (o. - f3 )2J 

-a.r -f3r e e 
. r 

and have evaluated a. and f3 from recent values for the binding energy of 

the deuteron and the triplet effective range. 
41 

The resultant theoretical curve is shown in Fig. 13,· along with 

the present experimental results. The agreement we obtt:lin is not very 

good, but is no worse than that obtained by Chew usiri.g·the'same assump-

. tions in treating elastic p-d scattering at lower energies. 34 We note 

in particular that up to about ll0° the angular dependences of the theoret

ical and experimental cross sections agree; this is because of the 

dominance of the sticking factor in determining the angular variation. 

For the smaller angles of scattering; the rise in the experimental n-p 

cross section would in a more exact theoretical treatment cause the 
0 'theoretical curve to rise more rapidly. Beyond 110 the present theory 

is in very poor agreement, as it does not take into consideration the 

pick:.;.up proces-s which causes the rise evident at 150°. The impulse 

approximation itself is not applicable in this .region, in which occur 

large momentum transfers, which imply for elastic scattering high 

deuteron internal momentum components and therefore close spacing 

of the two nucleons in the deuteron. 

The magnitude of the theoretical curve 1s at all applicable points 

about twice the experimental values.. As our theoretical assumptions 

are crude' definite conclusions about the origins for this factor are 

not possible. However, the indication is that to produce agreement 

~ith experiment, the interference term in the p-d cross section should 

be taken very small or even negative (destructive). 

That the interference between the n-p and p-p scattered ampli

tudes is indeed destructive may be seen by making the same compar

ison of the p-d cross section with n-p and p-p data as was made by 

Chamberlain and Stern39 for Stern's experiment. They define the 
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quantity 6 ·as 
~- .''- '·· . 

9 1 do-pd {0) 
TO" s <0> an , 

6 = 
do- : (O') 

np. . 
' ·_·d. (ni) .. ·cr ,... . 
i . pp .... 
+ 

dO dO 
( ;c" . r: .. 

,·,, 
where the nucleon-nucleon c;o~s se.ct'ions are th~· expefi:i:nE§htal values 

for the same laboratory bombarding' energy as l.n the: p-d case and for 

angles 0 1 (center-~f~~ass) fo~ ~~ich,the magnituae'ofthe'rilOmentum 

transfer K is the same as .. in the. p·~cf case for a:n:gle · Q; · L'e·~ , 
.::. 

K 
. 4 ~ 0 = 3 k sm 2 = 

''. ' ... oi 
ksin 

2 
)·'f'• 

'! 
--~ 

(Strictly speaking, the p.uclepn,..nucl,eon cr.oss ~.ections sho:uJ.d be those 

for a laboratory ·energy that devia,tes f?lightlyfrq~ the ab.?v~ criterion 

by an· amount tha,t depends upon 0, b\+t as the deviation is small and the 
. '. . . • I ' ' ~ _· " . (_ . '· 

--nucleon;..;nucleon eros's section~ .. are not known to an accuracy that . .. .. . ~ . ' ,. . :' . . . . . 

would allow the-correction t 0 be significant, we a,re justified in assuming 

· that the laboratory energy is to be .taken as the same for all three exper-
-. i: 

imental cross sections.): 

The quantity 6 will be greater than one for constructive interfer-
... --. ·J·· 

ence, equal to one for zero interfe:pence c:;ontribution, .~nd less than 

· one for destructive interference. 

Table ·II gives.: the values of 6 9-educed from the present experi-
, . . • . .· . ; :' 1 . ; .•• ' ~ r .; ~ 

ment for. the p-d angles most suitably .analy~ed in this map.J:ler; values 
' ' ' ~ ' ' ',' '. I " ~~- ' ; ';! 

of 0', · S( ~),;and the cross sections lilsed are also, tab~ated. 

TABLE II 

.o ! o• do-! (0~) . np dcr · (0 1) 
PP 5(0) dcr d'(O) .. 

p ' 5 .. a:n a:n . . ,, .. a: n 

40<> 54.2° 1. 5 mb/st~r ,· 4, m~/ ster 0.117 l~ 04 rp.b/ ster 0. 91 

S0° 68.6°' 1.1 4· o. o62s. ·o~·392· ···< ' 0.69 

70° 99.8° 0.96 4 0.0203 0. 108 0.60 
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From the values of 6 we see that the interference is destructive 

and becomes increasingly so as Q increases. Very .similar results 

were obtained by Chamberlain and Stern for 192-Mev d-p scattering, 

which is equivalent to 95-Mev p~d scattering; they also found that 

theoretical calculatio11s based on central forces only could not give 
•' ' ' ' :);:!! 

agreeing values of 6 but that the inclusion of tensor forces produced 

reasonable agreement. <': 

Comparison with experiments at lower energies 

Figure 15 compares the present. results with data obtained by 

other workers at lower energies. It is seen that our curve exhibits 

the expected magnitude and angular dependence. 
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Fig. 15. Comparison of pre sent experimental results 
with experimental data at lower energies. 
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APPENDIX A. KINEMATICS, ELASTIC PROCESS 

Given below are the general formulas for the relativistic kine

matics of an elastic two-body collision, and a numerical table of the 

kinematic parameters of the pr~sent experim~nL 
·': ·..:: 

L~t a particle of rest mass·~ .. ·be incide~t ·with ':kineti~ energy T
1 

on a particle of mass m
2 

at rest {we refer t? labor~tory toordinat~s). 

We denote by ~ the laboratory angle (with respect to the beam) to which 

the incident particle is deflected, and by® the angle ;at which the tar-

get particle is scattered. 

noted by 0. 

The center-of-rriass scattering angle is de-

Employing the Lorentz transformation, we obtain for 13 '(= v/ c) 

and y (= 1/ .J 1-132"') of the center~of-mass systemas viewed from 

the laboratory system 

where ·e 

13 = 

T· . 1 
=·-
~ c2 

= 

and 

V(e+l) 2 -1· 

E + p + 1 

E +. p + J 

V p2 + 2p{e+l) + 1 

Further calculation gives 

cot @ = 
0 

'I tan 2 

tan t sin Q 
= 

( '1 1) e+ +..,... 
" cos p + y . p 

: e+l+p 

The kinetic energies of m 1 and m 2 in the laboratory system following 

the collision are given by 

T~ 
2 

Tn 
l = 

2 2( 2 l) . 2 0 m
2 

c y ~ sm 2 
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and the available energy in the,center-of-mass system by 

2 1 . 
(~ + m 2) c ( 1 - '{ ) . 

Finally, the factor for transforming the cross section between labora

tory and center-of-mass frames is 

d cos ® = 

d cos g 

2 

" 
4 cos® 

r; (·· -1 ) 2 r:;)J 
2 

L + . y2 - 1 cos ~ 

For the present experiment we identify the proton with m 1 and 

the deuteron with m
2

; then p = 2, e = ijj~ = 0. 3625, 13 = 0. 2752, and 

"= 1. 0401. 

Table III lists for ~ch value of 0 the quantities~;@, Td', Rd' 
d cos~ . I 2 f• T 1

, R , and · where Rd and R are 1n gm em of copper. 
p p d cos g p 
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TABLE III. -- : -~: r -~ ·.: :~-f.: ··- -~ / J. . -~- . ;·.~ 

Q ® Td 
I 

Rd t T I R ~ p p 
2 2 Q 

degrees degrees Mev ·g'm_j em degrees Mev .gm/cm 

9b 
.. 

()· 
,. o·-. .. 

o~·:· : ·;.· 340; • 'J -~ '•9'3 < 0 1,' 

6.'2 'i'i'7'. g 'U) 
.., r ··: --_ .-· 

10 84.8 2.4 92 . 2.98 

20 79.6 9.2 12,4 330.8 88 1. 49 

30 74.4 20. 5' 0.45 18.7 319. 5 86 1. 00 

40 69.2 35 .. 9 1. 20 25. 1 304. 1 79 0.748 
.. . . .. ) .. 

50 q4. 1.) -54.8 2.~2 f·' 31..6 285 .. 2, ... ' 71_ .. 0.602 .. ,: ., .:.;.:" 

60 59.0 76 .. 7 4. 55 38. 3 263:3' 62, 0.515 
: >"-: ~v.< '.'··: ·' ; .... -

:.- , .. 70 53.9 101.0 7.3 .. 45.2 239.0 54 0.435 . ' I ' '. .. 
'· _, 

80 48.9 126.9 11. 2 52.4 213. 1 44 0.385 

90 43.9 153. 5 15.4 60.0 186.5 35.2 0.346 

100 38.9 180. 1 20. 3 68. 1 159.9 27.3 0. 316 

110 33.9 206.0 25.7 76.7 134.0 20.0 0.293 

120 29.0 230.2 31. 2 86.2 109.8 14. i 0.274 

130 24. 1 252.1 36.2 96.8 ·87.9 9.5 0. 26'0 

140 19.3 271. 1 41. 3 108.9 68.9 6.3 0.249 

150 14.4 286.4 44.7 123.0 53.6 3.95 0. 241 

160 9.6 297.7 46.2 139. 5 42.3 2.60 0.235 

170 4.8 304.6 49.0 158.8 35.4 1. 87 0.232 

180 0 307.0 50.0 180.0 33.0 l. 65 0.231 
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APPENDIX B. KINEMATICS, INELASTIC PROCESS 

For purposes of comparing the kinematics of the elastic and 

inelastic events to determine ih part the nature of the background 

produced by inelastic scattering, it is sufficient to use nonrelativistic 

equations for both processes; the deviations from the relativistic 

results are small for either process, and in making the comparison, 

the major portions of the deviations cancel. 

The inelastic kinematics may be handled by an impulse treatment 

mentioned in chapter II: the incident proton is assumed to strike only 

one nucleon of the deuteron, and the other nucleon is assumed to be un

affected by the collision,~ maintaining after the collision the same 

vector momentum it had due to internal motion in the deuteron bef?re 

the collision. This vector momentum is equal but opposite to the 

vector momentum of the struck particle at the time of collision, as 

the deuteron as a whole is at rest. 

energy~conservation law as 

We may therefore write the 

T 1 + T 1
. + T 2· = T1 + B 

''1 2 

where T denotes kinetic energy, the subscripts 1 and .2 refer to the 

incident and struck particles respectively, and B is ~he deuteron 
·, 

binding energy. Primed quantities are postcollision values, and un-

primedquantities are precollision ones. The term T 
2 

on the left 

side is the kinetic energy carried off by the unstruck particle. 

The momentum-conservation law need be applied only to the 

two nucleons. involved in the collision, as the unstruck particle does 

not suffer any momentum change. 

These assumptions have received experimental support (for 

collisions in which the deuteron internal momentum is not assumed 

unreasonably large) in the observations of Bloom
17 

in studying 192-

Mev d-p inelastic scattering. 

We have s.olved these equations graphically by constructing 

a laboratory-system momentum diagram, an example of which is 

shown in Fig. 16. 
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MOMENTUM SCALE: 
tE---il 

EQUALS 

VMfv. FOR PROTONS 

~ FOR DEUTERONS 

MU-5694 

Fig. 16. Momentum diagram (laboratory system) 
for inelastic scattering observable at 
elastic- scatterih.g angles. See Appendix 
B for further explanation. 
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(The example is. for· a;_p-.d center -bf-mass scattering, a_ngle of 90°.) 

As we were:·mo'st·interested: iJ1 the inelastic events yielding protons 

emergent in the directions for elastic scattering, we set up a non-

' · rectangular coordinate system· whose axes ;lie along the elastic scat-

teri'ng directions. As ,the .example drawn in dott~d1ines S!hows, any 

point on: the· page will satisfy: the. ,momentum-c,onservatipn: require

ments. , The. curved line, found, l:>y tr.ial and eri: or, show~ the locus 

of those points which also s~ti~fy .the energy~conser:vation law. This 

curve then shows what. momentum range will be,cove!e~ by the in

elastically scattered protons,proce.edi_:g.g in the directions of elasti'"' 

cally particles. (With some thought, one can also read the quali

tative features of the distribution.) 

We note in particular that inelastic protons emerging at the 

deuteron angle have a spectrum of, ranges.surroundi,ng the.deuteron 

range, and that a few inelae;~ic protons emerging in the elastic pro

ton direction have a range almost <:iS great as the ~lastic proton 

itself. These facts lead to the requirement ·of a detection me~hod 

that ·identifies ,the deuterons. 

' '' 
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APPENDIX C. CALCULATION OF CONJUGATE;~COUNTER 

HEIGHT AND WIDTH ;REQUIREMENTS ' ... 

The calculation of the conjugate,-..;counter. sol~~- ~ngle necessary to 

insure that all proton partners to e.lasti_c deuterons. s~7i~ing the defining 

counter strike the. conjugate cou:hte1;:: ma:y be .-di:Vided into t\V? parts, one 

··giving the width requirement~' :_and one the. height reqqi_r~m~:nt. 

We define the followip.g symbols:! _ :> 

·.X ',: conjugate COUnter distance from target in Cm 

y = 
! = 
®= 
a·= 

defining counter. distance from target in .crri 

angular ·.setting ofconjugate counter . 
-

angular setting of defining counter . · 

angle of target normaLwith respect to-beam (positive toward 

conjugate counter, negative toward deuteron counter) 

t = target thickness in gm/ em 2 

Rd' Rp - deuteron ·and proton ranges in gm/ cm
2 

Rd', Rp'- deuteron a:hd:proton ranges in em of air 

w c' he = width and height of conjugate counter in c;:~ 

d = diameter of beam at the target in em 

To the width of the conjugate counter there are four contributions: 

(1) effect of finite width of proton beam, (2) effect of multiple scattering 

of ~oth proton and deuteron in target, (3) effect of multiple scattering of 

both in the air paths between target and counters, and (4) the "projected" 

width; i.e. , the width required by the finite width of the defining counter. 

Equations for these quantities can be derived from simple geometrical 

considerations, and will only be stated here. 

It should be remarked first, however, that the multiple scattering 

effects were calculated by the formula 

g2 z ,6.E 
r. m. s. = ""'Kr -r 

m .. 

where Z is the atomic number of the scattering nuclei 

M the mass of the scattered particle 

m the electron mass 

,6.E the energy loss in the scattering material 

E the average energy of the scattered particle while in the scat

tering material. 

,j 
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··• _! ! ' j : • ~ ,:- c: .i· -~ A 

This formula is approximate but sufficient for ·our purposes. It is 

·obtained by dividing the usual multiple coulomb scattering expression 

for 0
2 

by the usual expression for dE/ dx, considering the 
r.m. s. . · 

ratio of the logarithmic factors to be one. t:;.E/E ma'y also be approx-

imated by ~ t:;.RR where n is the range exponent in R = kEn; t:;.R the 

range bite of the scattering material, and R the range of the scattered 

, particle. The angular width requir~d for the multiple scattering con

tribution is taken as 2 x 3. 5/ J2 times the r. m. s. angle; the 2 since 

0 is the semivertical angle, the 3. 5 as the factor to include virtually 

all the ·Gaussian distribution, and the {?: since we wish the deflection 

as projected onto a line rather than in two dimensions. We can then 

write down for the four contributions to w enumerated above: 

') . .' 

( 1) 

(2) 

( 3) 

c 

em. 

x (0. 150 j R t ( ® + ) L: n . :d. cos ·. a. 
j 1 + 1. 96 Rd c·os (@+a~) em. 

R cos (~ -a.) 
p 

xf.0933 JI; j 1. 99 X RJ J 
1 + y Rv 

p 
em. 

The s~cond term in the second radical in each multiple -scattering 

term is due to the contribution to multiple scattering by the proton, 

and the factors 1. 96 and L 99 arise from the ratio of the deuteron 

and proton masses multiplied by the ratio of the range exponents for 

deuteron and proton respectively. 

For the height of the conjugate counter there were three con

tributions: P) the combined effect of finite defining counter height 

and beam diameter, 12) effect of multiple scattering in the target, 

and «3) effect of multiple scattering in the air paths. These con-
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(1) x. [' (d + hd) sin~ + ~J 
y sin@ · ·x · 

em. 

( 3) x[a.0933 .~ /1 + 
1. 99 x

3 

3 y 

.1. 

The calculated heights and widths, which typically were about 

? . 5 em and 3. 5 em respectively, were increased by at least 2 em as 

a safety margin to determine the solid angle actually to be used in runs. 

~ . 

,) 
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